Leger Lines

Staff - consists of 5 lines and 4 spaces
Grand Staff - consists of 11 lines (5 for Bass - then C in Middle - then 5 for Treble)
C - is the "understood" middle line of the 11 line Grand Staff

HINT - there are ONLY 2 Acronyms for spelling the lines and spaces -
and this includes the Ledger Lines TOO!

E G B D F and F A C E

NOTICE - Note Names in the Left Hand are JUST 1 line or 1 space Lower than Treble!

Every Good Boy Does Fine

EGBDF - Repeats - starts as spaces - then lines - then spaces again - the higher the notes go!
NOTICE - Note Names in the Left Hand are JUST 1 line or 1 space Lower than Treble!

F A C E - spells Face

FACE - Repeats - starts as lines - then spaces - then lines again - the higher the notes go!

PRACTICE - write the name under each note.

HINT - FIND the Acronym that FITS

Treble Ledger Lines ABOVE the staff - **start from the F from the TOP LINE** - Spell Face
Ledger Spaces - spaces above the staff - **start from the E in the TOP SPACE** - Spell EGBDF

Bass Ledger Lines ABOVE the staff - **start from the F from the TOP LINE** - Spell Face
Ledger Spaces - spaces above the staff - **start from the E in the TOP SPACE** - Spell EGBDF
PRACTICE - write the name under each note.
HINT - FIND the Acronym that FITS

**Treble** Ledger Lines BELOW the staff - start from the E from the BOTTOM LINE -
Spell FACE BACKWARDS (E-C-A-F)
Ledger Spaces - spaces BELOW the staff - start from the F in the BOTTOM SPACE -
Spell - EGBDF BACKWARDS  (F-D-B-G-E)

**Bass** Ledger Lines BELOW the staff - start from the E on the 1st ledger line -
Spell - FACE BACKWARDS (starting with E = E C A F)
Ledger Spaces - spaces BELOW the staff - start from the F below the staff -
Spell - EGBDF BACKWARDS  (F-D-B-G-E)

CHEATER HINTS - ONLY READ THE F-A-C-E NOTES
Then go to the next note for the next line or space!